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CORRESPONDENT DISCOUNT POINT PRICING 
DISCLOSURE

OVERVIEW
This document details what information UWM needs for the client to receive Correspondent Discount 
Point Pricing. 

HOW IT WORKS
Clients should submit this information and follow the guidelines in order to receive Correspondent 
Discount Pricing. 

FILL IN THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION

Correspondent Lender Name_________________________
UWM Loan Number________________________________
Borrower Last Name________________________________

Property Address 
___________________________________________________________________________________
__

___________________________________________________________________________________
__

Lock Date______________________________
Interest Rate___________________________
Discount Points Charged__________________
Par Rate (Undiscounted) __________________
Buy Down Percent (10% min required) _______________________

GUIDELINES
Par Rate is defined as the interest rate that applies if no discount points are paid. This will be higher 
than the discounted rate.  i.e. UWM’s rate plus your comp/margin needed to make on the loan.
Buy Down Percent is defined as the amount of reduction to the interest rate (Par Rate minus Interest 
Rate) divided by Discount points, then multiplied by 100.  i.e.  Par rate is 3.5, discounted rate is 3% and 
points charged is 1.5%.  (3.5-3.0) / 1.5 *100 = 33.33%.  
NOTE: UWM requires a 10% buy down percent as a benefit to the consumer to charge discount 
points.  

This Part is Self Explanatory

Place your Lock Date in here
Place your Locked Interest Rate here

Place the % of Points Charged here

This is where you put your calculations

Client wants a 2.99% rate  BUT 2.99% only Pays 1.5% YSP so you charge 1 point or 1% Discount Fee
 
The Rate that you would have to charge to make your full Compensation
of 2.5% is 3.25%

That makes 3.25% THE PAR RATE for this exercise

so...  3.25 - 2.99 =    .26 / the points you charged - in this example, 1 = .26 x 100 = 26%

26% is GREATER than 10% so you are GOOD       
 

NOTE:
There will be times where UWM pricing will not go high enough
to provide you a rate to collect your full comp.  In those cases,
you should go to another lender, pull the rate sheet from the day 
you locked at UWM, and find the PAR rate that would pay your 
full comp.  Save that Rate Sheet and Submit with this form 
***If UWM provide a rate that would have paid your full comp,
Save that rate sheet and provide with this form.

*** This form to be completed PRIOR to closing
*** Be smart and complete it at rate lock if adding
Correspondent Discount Points

****** The reason for this is to ensure that as a correspondent lender, we are not adding POINTS at the Rate Lock to bolster 
our compensation for no reason that results in no benefit to the borrower. We want to show the Points added were warranted.

*************The PAR RATE  = the rate you would have to charge to make your compensation WITHOUT 
                                                                              having to charge the points that you did in the line above

Calculation Example - BELOW:

EXAMPLE:
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